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Remember: Printable versions to share found at http://afaofpa.org/weekly-newsletter/

Check Our Recent Interview
Dr. Scott Lively -- Is there still hope for America? http://afaofpa.org/listen/

News From Around PA
The latest Quinnipiac Poll shows 46% believe Attorney General Kathleen Kane should resign. Thirty-two percent says she should stay and 22% are undecided.

Auditor General found problems at PA Department of Education: A special adviser on higher education who did no work, a Basic Education Master Plan that had not been updated in 16 years, and no effort to help the majority of the state’s struggling schools.

Open homosexual State Rep Brian Sims plans to run against Congressman Chaka Fattah (D-2) next year. Sims will also run for re-election.

Pro-life signs from the "Don't Fund Planned Parenthood" Bus Tour were vandalized while at the U. of Pittsburgh.

The executive director of Equality PA, a homosexual activist group, will serve on Governor Wolf’s Advisory Council on Diversity, Inclusion and Small Business Opportunities.

News from National Scene
Army has postponed the planned discharge of Green Beret Sgt. 1st Class Charles Martland, who confronted an alleged child rapist in Afghanistan, in order to give him a chance to appeal.

The Freedom from Religion Foundation (FFRF) is upset because some police depts. are placing "In God We Trust" decals on their official vehicles. The officers are not forced to place the decals on their vehicles and use their own money to purchase them, but that has not appeased FFRF. The great news: Seems the more they protest, the more police departments get the decals!

Ultra liberal judicial activist Dale Drozd was confirmed to be a district judge for the Eastern District of California. Twenty-one US Senators voted "No," but none of them were from PA!

Senate Democrats joined Republicans to pass National Defense Authorization Act in a 70-27 vote. Obama has vowed to veto it because it does not include the $37 billion he wants in non-defense spending for HUD, Depts. of Labor, Commerce, Interior and Education, the EPA, etc.

While shopping at a REI outlet in Santa Rosa, CA, a mother sent her daughter and her daughter's friend to the lady's restroom. They came out shocked when a man dressed as a woman entered the restroom. The mother reported the incident to store management and was verbally attacked and told she was intolerant and that there was no place for people like her in the store.
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